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The Rough Guide to Singapore. An in-depth, easy-to-use guide filled with expert advice.

All highlights have a page reference to take you straight into the guide, where you can find out more. Basics
25 Basics Getting there The best prices are found during the low season, from November to February
excluding Christmas and New Year when fares are hiked up and seats are at a premium. Budget airline tickets
are sold direct by phone or online on a one-way basis; the price of your outward and return leg may differ
significantly. Cheap flights also tend to have fixed dates, and are non-changeable and non-refundable. Another
possibility is to fly to one of the neighbouring countries and continue your journey overland. EasyJet also fly
from London to Sofia, in Bulgaria. Getting there The easiest way to reach Romania is to fly, with several
airlines now travelling direct from airports in the UK. There is also one direct flight from the United States,
but presently no direct flights from Canada or Australasia. Driving there will involve a journey of some km;
an absorbing trip but one best covered slowly. An alternative is to fly into Budapest, in Hungary, from where
there are good onward bus and train connections into Romania. It is caused by a build-up in the atmosphere of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, which are emitted by many sources â€” including planes. Already,
flights account for around 3â€”4 percent of human-induced global warming: Rough Guides regard travel,
overall, as a global benefit, and feel strongly that the advantages to developing economies are important, as are
the opportunities for greater contact and awareness among peoples. That means giving thought to how often
we fly and what we can do to redress the harm that our trips create. Flying and climate change Pretty much
every form of motorized travel generates CO2, but planes are particularly bad offenders, releasing large
volumes of greenhouse gases at altitudes where their impact is far more harmful. Flying also allows us to
travel much further than we would contemplate doing by road or rail, so the emissions attributable to each
passenger become truly shocking. For example, one person taking a return flight between Europe and
California produces the equivalent impact of 2. Less harmful planes may evolve but it will be decades before
they replace the current fleet â€” which could be too late for avoiding climate chaos. In the meantime, there
are limited options for concerned travellers: Carbon offset schemes Offset schemes run by climatecare. Their
websites have simple calculators that let you work out the impact of any flight. Please take the time to visit our
website and make your trip climate neutral. Most flights typically require a stop in London, Paris or Frankfurt,
continuing onwards from there. By train from the UK Travelling by train is likely to be considerably more
expensive than flying, and the shortest Driving to Romania, a distance of km from London, can be a pleasant
proposition. Once across the channel see p. Detailed printouts of the route can be obtained from the websites
of the AA wwww. There is no shortage of operators in the UK offering package and specialist-interest tours to
Romania â€” from the standard ski and coastal resort holidays to more specialized cultural, hiking and wildlife
and conservation trips. For fanatics, there are even Draculathemed tours. In Romania, there are several more
agencies offering ready-made and tailormade tours â€” these are detailed in the relevant parts of the guide.
However, it can be a leisurely way of getting to the country if you plan to stop off in other parts of Europe
along the way. Eurostar trains depart more or less hourly roughly 6amâ€”7. Arriving in Paris, you take a train
to either Munich or Vienna and change there for the next leg to Budapest. In Budapest, you need to change
again for the last leg to Bucharest. Tickets are usually valid for two to three months and allow for unlimited
stopovers. You can get through-ticketing from stations around Britain from Eurostar, many travel agents and
main-line stations. Eurail and country passes. Eurail and European country passes. Rail passes and discounts
for unders. Low fares on an extensive selection of scheduled flights and package deals. Friendly, competitive
travel agency, offering discounted fares worldwide. Profits are used to support projects in the developing
world, especially the promotion of sustainable tourism. One of the best-informed and most efficient agents for
independent travellers. STA Travel see opposite. Worldwide specialists in independent travel; also student
IDs, travel insurance, car rental, rail passes and more. Good discounts for students and unders. Hikes â€”
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moderate to difficult â€” in several mountain ranges in the Carpathians. Wildlife tour â€” flora and fauna â€”
in the Carpathians in May and Aug. Romania specialists offering a comprehensive programme including
Bucharest city breaks, coastal, ski and spa holidays, eco-tours and biking trips. Flights and tailormade
accommodation deals too. Treasures of Transylvania, Best of Romania, Bucharest city tours and tailor-made
trips. Archeological tours taking in sites such as Histria, Adamclisi, and Sarmizegutsa, as well as the Saxon
churches and painted monasteries. Birding in the Danube Delta. Birdwatching in the Danube Delta and
Carpathian mountains. Horse-riding and carriagedriving in Transylvania. Hiking and conservation tours â€”
including wolf tracking â€” in the Carpathians â€” with accommodation in local guesthouses. Comprehensive
Romania specialists offering package and special interest tours wilderness, wine and culture, riding, spas,
Dracula , flights, accommodation, car hire and rail tickets. Various offerings including the painted
monasteries, Bucharest city breaks plus stag weekends and opera and ballet , and Dracula tours. Trekking and
conservation and wildlife tours in the Carpathians, and village folklore and Danube Delta tour. Extensive
European tours, some of which incorporate Romania. Tours of the castles and palaces of Transylvania and the
Bucovina monasteries, as well as Dracula tours. Multi-country tours and cruises. Wide range of tours and fully
customized packages, including Jewish Heritage and Dracula tours, as well as Bucharest city packages. Hiking
expeditions throughout the Carpathians. Transylvanian ski and snowboarding holidays, painted monasteries
tours and Dracula tours. Getting around Most Romanian towns are easily reached by train, and although it is
not the fastest or cleanest system in the world, it is remarkably cheap and reliable. In the absence of a
coordinated bus network, maxitaxis minibuses are everywhere, linking many of the larger centres and often
providing a more direct and frequent mode of transport than trains. Driving is another attractive proposition,
enabling you to visit anywhere you please, and in your own time. Often crowded, trains frequently lack light
and water, making long journeys somewhat purgatorial. Those who use the trains regularly, however, often
end up very much in sympathy with their rough-and-ready spirit and the generally excellent timekeeping.
Moreover, many routes are wonderfully scenic, particularly in Transylvania. In most stations, tickets are now
computerized, with all information on one piece of paper. In smaller places, however, your ticket bilet will
usually be accompanied by a second piece of card, indicating the service nr. With the exception of Personal
trains, tickets are sold at stations only an hour before departure time, and usually at specific windows for each
train; these are not always clearly marked, so buying a ticket can lead to a bit of a scrum. Far easier though
costing a little extra is to book tickets a day ahead â€” or seven days for services to the coast during summer
â€” at the local Agentia CFR. Addresses of offices are given in the guide, and in the CFR timetable. Should
you fall victim to double-booking, ticket collectors are notoriously corrupt and a small BASIC S There are
several types of train: Trains generally conform to the timetables orar trenurilor displayed in stations and CFR
offices; arrivals are often on a white board, departures on a yellow one. For key terms, see p. Otherwise, you
could check out the web version, w www. In any case, you should always check at the station. Details of main
routes are given in the text, and summarized at the end of each chapter. Useful train publications The
red-covered Thomas Cook European Timetables details schedules of the main Romanian train services, as
well as timings of ferry routes and rail-connecting bus services. The book can be bought online for a ten
percent discount at wwww. Indeed, some people never buy tickets, simply paying off the conductor instead.
Inter-Rail passes w www. They come in over and cheaper under versions, and cover 31 countries. For
Romania this costs: Inter-Rail passes do not include travel between Britain and the continent, although holders
are eligible for discounts on rail travel in Britain and Northern Ireland and crossChannel ferries, as well as
reduced rates on the Londonâ€”Paris Eurostar service. Non-European residents qualify for the Eurail pass w
www. The pass allows unlimited travel in eighteen European countries and is available in increments from 15
days to three months. In the countryside, knowing when and where to wait for the bus is a local art form, and
on Sundays many regions have no local buses at all. An increasingly popular mode of road transport are
minibuses, or maxitaxis. The advantage they have over trains is the frequency and speed with which they can
get you to your chosen destination. Moreover, the speed and recklessness with which many drivers go about
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getting to their destination leaves a lot to be desired. Maxitaxis often begin and end their journeys from the
local bus or train station. Validate them yourself aboard the vehicle, but be prepared to fight your way to the
machine through the crush. By car or motorbike Driving in Romania is, on the whole, an attractive
proposition. The main roads Drum National or DN are, generally speaking, in good condition.
Chapter 2 : Places to Visit in Singapore | Singapore Travel | Rough Guides
The Rough Guide to Malaysia, Singapore & Brunei (Rough Guides) [Rough Guides] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Discover these exciting destinations with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on
the market.

Chapter 3 : The Rough Guide to Romania 5 (Rough Guide Travel Guides) - PDF Free Download
The Rough Guide to Singapore is the ultimate travel guide to this constantly evolving city-state, with clear maps and
detailed coverage of all the best attractions.. Discover Singapore's highlights with stunning photography and accounts of
everything from the magnificent new National Gallery and historic Botanic Gardens to the dazzling temples of Chinatown
and the hilltop walks of the Souther.

Chapter 4 : The Rough Guide to Malaysia, Singapore & Brunei by Charles de Ledesma
The Rough Guide to Singapore is the ultimate travel guide to this constantly evolving city-state, with clear maps and
detailed coverage of all the best attractions. Discover Singapore's highlights with stunning photography and accounts of
everything from the magnificent new National Gallery and historic Botanic Gardens to the dazzling temples.

Chapter 5 : Which Singapore travel guide book is the best?
The Rough Guide to Malaysia, Singapore & Brunei is the definitive guide to these three fascinating Southeast Asian
countries. There's detailed coverage of Malaysia's superb natural attractions, including Taman Negara - the Peninsula's
main national park, with its four gateways - and, in.
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